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Roma Deportations to Transnistria During the Second World War: Between Central
Decision-Making and Local Initiatives

This presentation focusses both on long-term perceptions
by law enforcement agencies such as the police and on
the local attitudes towards Roma in interwar Romania.
In this context, paradoxically, both nomadism and
sedentarisation were likely to trigger tensions. Those
Roma who continued to be nomadic were suspected
of criminality under fraudulent identities, while those
becoming sedentary continued to be suspected both by
local authorities and residents. In the latter case, the
long-term criminalisation of the group by the police was
aggravated by local specificities. There were numerous
localities where, long before the reign of Antonescu,
Schita terenurilor expropriate dela tiganii evacuati in Transnisthere had been tensions over the Roma, including local
tria. Pitesti, str. Libertatii. [Outline of plots expropriated from
petitions and plans by the authorities to resettle them,
the Gypsies evacuated to Transnistria. Pitesti, str. Libertatii.]
or even proposals to create Roma ghettos. Quite often,
such plans used language vilifying the Roma as ‘dirty’ and ‘uncivilised’. Sometimes, tensions exploded
and became visible at the central level, when petitions targeting the Roma were sent to various ministers,
vehemently demanding actions against them. This tradition of forced relocation inspired Antonescu’s
plans in an initial stage in February 1941, when he expressed his intention to remove the Roma from
Bucharest and to create ghettos for them in other parts of Romania. In 1942, once the central authorities
ordered measures against the Roma, local authorities used those orders as a pretext to solve their own
problems. The risk of deportations was thus especially high where there was pressure both from the
civilian population and from other local authorities.
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